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IIOMEIÎCIATUEE 
a = frozen speed of sound 
B = (ôp/ôS) f defined "by Equation 21 
= frozen specific heats at constant pressure and constant volume 
respectively 
D = dissociation energy per unit mass 
e = internal energy per unit mass 
F = (ôp/ôa) q f defined by Equation 25 p,D, e 
F* = (ôp/ôe) q , defined by Equation 22 
f = rate of dissociation, defined by the R.H.S, of Equation 44 
G = grid 
g = rate of vibrational relaxation, defined by the R.H.S, of Equation 
50 
h = enthalpy per unit mass 
also, Planck's constant 
J, J* = defined by Equation 2h 
K = equilibrium constant 
K = shock "Have curvature 
s 
k = Boltzmann's constant 
kg, kg = specific reaction rate coefficients for dissociation and 
recombination respectively 
M = frozen Mach number 
m = atomic mass 
E = total number of points through a given column 
also, number of vibrational levels 
iv 
n = distance, measured normal to streamline 
also, number of points per column 
0, Og = atomic and molecular oxygen respectively 
p = pressure 
q = velocity vector 
R = gas constant 
also, radius of curvature 
5 = entropy per unit mass 
s = distance, measured along streamline 
= translational, vibrational and fictitious temperatures 
respectively 
U ='D/$k, modification factor having the dimension of temperature 
v^ , v^  = velocity components along curvilinear coordinates 
X = third body 
X, y = cartesian coordinates 
Z = partition function 
a = mass fraction of dissociation 
7 = angle defined in Figure 6 
6 = vibrational energy of a quantized simple harmonic oscillator 
9 , 9  = characteristic temperatures for vibration and rotation 
v' r 
respectively 
9  = flow inclination, defined in Figure 8 
(j) = shock wave angle 
\ = ((j)-0), shown in Figure 8 
a = distance, measured along shock •wave 
p = density 
V 
Pg = characteristic density for dissociation 
r = ratio of frozen specific heats 
[I = chemical potential 
also, frozen Mach angle 
T] = coupling factor 
if r\ = curvilinear coordinates 
K = curvature 
Ç = T/U 
CO = k/9^ , frequency of vibration 
T = vibrational relaxation time 
A = increment 
[ ] = concentration 
Subscripts 
a = active 
D = dissociation 
e = equilibrium 
el = electron 
i = inert 
i,j,L = integers 
o = free stream 
rot = rotation 
T = total 
T, N = tangential and normal directions to shock wave, respectively 
tr = translational 
V = vibrational 
•w = -wedge 
vi 
1}2 = atomic and molecular species respectively 
also, 1, 2, 3 etc. = point number 
I, T] = components, measured along  ^and T| coordinates, respectively 
Superscripts 
e = electron 
* = nondimensional value 
( ) = mean value of ( ) over the characteristic 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
The equations of motion of a diatomic gas are in general greatly-
simplified "by the assumption of constant specific heat. The transla-
tional and rotational degrees of freedom of the molecules, commonly 
referred to as active degrees of freedom, are normally excited at a 
conspicuously 1ot7' temperature (about 2°K), The vibrational or inert 
degrees of freedom, however, are hot seriously disturbed below a temper­
ature level of about 1000°K. Thus a plateau of nearly constant specific 
heat exists, where the laws of fluid mechanics are readily applicable. 
With the advent of high speed missiles and re-entering space vehicles, 
a new realm of temperature is realized, where the vibrational modes of 
the gas become excited. In addition, dissociation of the molecules 
usually takes place, and if the temperature is high enough, even ioniza­
tion may occur. 
Under equilibrium conditions, the state of vibration of the gas 
and its degree of dissociation are functions of the thermodynamic variables 
of the gas. Equilibrium flow is said to exist if the reaction rate is 
infinitely large, i,e., the concentration changes instantly to its 
equilibrium value as the thermodynamic state of the gas is altered. 
If the reaction rate of the chemical processes is finite, then for any 
deviation from the state of equilibrium, there will elapse a finite 
period of time before a new state of equilibrium is achieved. When the 
time to reach equilibrium is comparable to the time it takes for a 
particle to traverse the flow, then areas in the flow field will arise in 
which non-equilibrium states are encountered. Additional equations 
2 
describing thê rate processes are then needed to describe the departure 
from equilibrium. 
Chemical reactions are natural thermodynamically irreversible processes 
and as such lead to the production of entropy, Clarke (l) points out 
that the difference between this type of entropy production and that 
associated with the transport phenomena is that it does not depend 
explicitly on the gradient of velocity, temperature, or concentration. 
Thus its influence is not necessarily confined to the interior of boundary 
layers or shock waves, but may spread over the entire flow field. 
The method of characteristics has been used by many authors to obtain 
numerical solutions for various flow configurations involving non-
equilibrium effects. It is now a common agreement that the frozen speed 
of sound (see Equation 20), and not the speed of sound based on equilibrium 
conditions, defines the characteristics and thus plays a similar role as 
the sound velocity in the classical theory of fluid mechanics, even for 
conditions arbitrarily close to equilibrium (Chu, 2), 
Numerical solutions employing the method of characteristics were 
introduced by Sedney et a2. ($) and Sedney and Gerber (4) for vibrationally 
relaxing fluid behind shock waves. In (j) the authors treat the flow over 
I 
a wedge. In (4), they analyze the conical flow. In particular, the 
authors bring into light the presence of an entropy layer near the surface 
of the wedge or the cone and a relaxation layer immediately behind 
the shock wave. 
Lee (5) used an analytical approach to solve the same problem by 
applying a perturbation scheme to the frozen conditions. It is interesting 
5 
to note that the author verifies analytically the presence of the entropy 
and relaxation layers mentioned in (5) and (4). 
Using the ideal dissociating gas theory introduced "by Lighthill (6), 
Cleaver (7), obtained an exact numerical characteristic solution for a 
non-equilibrium Prandtl-Meyer Expansion around a sharp corner. Cleaver's 
solution was confined to a small region in the vicinity of the corner and 
a maximum wall expansion angle of 10°, Appleton (8) extended Cleaver's 
work to include a general Prandtl-Meyer expansion with large turning 
angles. 
In keeping with Lighthill's spirit, Capiaux and Washington (9) 
obtained a characteristic solution for wedge flow behind shock waves. 
Their solution is the counterpart of Sedney's with dissociation replacing 
vibrational relaxation. The assumption of an ideal-dissociating gas, 
however, seems to be somewhat severe since the authors use a free-stream 
Ifech number of 32, which in turn results in a temperature exceeding 
20,000°K behind the shock wave for nitrogen. This range of temperature 
is somewhat removed from the range of applicability of the Lighthill 
theory. However, as the temperature behind the shock rapidly drops down 
to its final equilibrium value, the deviation caused by the Lighthill 
approximation becomes increasingly small. 
In the present work, a numerical solution is obtained for non-
equilibrium, hypersonic flow past a wedge. Dissociation as well as 
vibrational relaxation are taken into consideration. The ideal gas 
model of Lighthill is discarded in favor of a general calorically imperfect 
gas. It is assumed that the flow is two-dimensional, inviscid, and 
4 
non-heat conducting. The diatomic gas used is oxygen, 
1 
It may also "be noted at this stage that when vibrational relaxation 
and dissociation occur simultaneously, a coupling between the two 
phenomena takes place. The effect of vibration on dissociation was 
given by Hammerling, Teare, and Kivel (lO) in what is known as the CVD 
model, Treanor and Marrone (ll, 12) extended the CVD model to include 
the effect of dissociation on vibration in what they refer to as the 
CVW model. Proper reference to these articles will be given in the 
text. 
5 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The egLiiations governing non-equilibriim flow of a gas in which 
vibrational relaxation and dissociation occur simultaneously must include: 
a thermodynamic model, rate equations for the non-equilibrium phenomena, 
and the equations of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. 
Thermodynamic s 
Caloric equation of state 
The specific enthalpy "h" of the fluid can be written as: 
h = htr + + h, + hel + 
where the subscripts refer to: translation, rotation, vibration, electron, 
dissociation, and ionization, by order of appearance, h^  ^is extremely 
small (Lighthill, 6) and may be neglected, h^  may also be discarded since 
it is assumed that ho ionization occurs, 
= c T = 5/2 RT 
tr 
h , = c T = RT 
»rot 
\ = Bey(e "-1) = s(T^ ) (1) 
Cp is the specific heat of the gas at constant pressure, R is the 
gas constant, 0^  is the characteristic temperature for vibration, T is 
the translational temperature, and T^  is the vibrational temperature. 
As the state of equilibrium is reached, T^  = T and h^  = e (T), which is 
the energy for a quantized simple harmonic oscillator. 
Considering the gas to be composed of atomic and molecular species. 
6 
it can "be shown that: 
h = Qh^  + (l-cxjhg 
Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to atomic and molecular species respectively, 
and a is the mass fraction of dissociation. 
Combining the preceding equations, one obtains: 
h = EgT + (1-a) e + Q© ' (2) 
•where e stands for e(T^ ) in all the forthcoming material, D is the 
dissociation energy per unit mass, and is the gas constant based on 
the molecular •weight, A similar expression can be written for the internal 
energy "e". 
= E.I (^ ) + (1 - a) e + oD (5) 
Expressions for the specific heats can be obtained from Equations 2 and 
5 by differentiation, 
= (ah/aT)p,o = + (l-a) (4) 
The first term on the R.H.S, of Equation 4, is the frozen specific heat 
"c " and is equal to (•^ ) . The last term represents the specific 
heat due to vibration and is denoted by c^ . 
Thus Equation 4 can be written as: 
" ^P °i 
where c is the total specific heat. 
Pip 
Similarly, one finds 
where c^  = Eg (•^ ) 
The ratio of the frozen specific heats F is thus: 
7 
r  =3^  
5+a (5) 
The entropy equation 
The second law of thermodynamics is the only device to bring the 
entropy distribution throughout the flow field into perspective. The 
entropy is a measure of irreversibility and, as will be seen shortly, an 
entropy term is explicitly associated with the vibrational phenomenon 
of the molecules and another with the dissociation process. The second 
law is also needed for the evaluation of partial derivatives where the 
entropy is kept constant. 
One of the most familiar forms of expression of the second law is 
TdS = dh - dp/p 
where S is the entropy, p, the pressure, and p, the density. In the 
theory of isentropic irrotational flow, where dh = dp/p, it is found that 
the entropy remains constant along the streamlines. 
The above equation must be modified or written in a more general form 
to account for the various dissipation phenomena. In particular, the 
entropy should be: 1. summed over the modes in order to isolate the 
dissipation occurring in the vibrational mode. 2, summed over the 
species in order to account for the dissociation effects. An excellent 
analysis of the second law is given by Wood and Kirkwood (l5). There, the 
authors write for the translational mode: 
° V®tr -  ^Utr 
S s 
(6) 
For all other modes: 
(7) 
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In the above, subscript tr refers to the translational mode. Subscript 
j refers to any other mode. The summations are carried over the species 
and |j. is the chemical potential. 
If an Equation 7 is written for each of the modes and these equations 
are added to Equation 6^  the following results: 
dE = Z T.dS. - pdv + Z ^  da (8) 
i l l  s  ®  ®  
where i refers to all the modes and u. = Z u, . 
® i ®i 
Equation 8 can also "be written: 
dH = Z T.dS. + dp/p + Z p. da (9) 
i l l  s  ®  ^  
In evaluating the quantity Z T^ dS^ , it is to he noted that = T^ ^^  
= T, the equilibrium temperature, and: 
' aStr + aSpot + dSy = ds 
aStr + = 48% 
the. subscript a referring to the active degrees of freedom. 
The summation Z ^ da includes two species: the atoms and the 
s  ^  ^
molecules. Identifying them by subscripts 1 and 2 respectively, it is 
found that 
= a; = 1 - a 
Equation 9 therefore takes the form 
dh = TdS^  + TydS^  + dp/p + (^ -^^ gjda 
dh = TdS + (T^ -T) dS^  + dp/p + da 
From Equation 7 it is readily seen that 
as = TydSy 
Therefore 
TdS = dh - dp/p - (l-T/Ty)de - (n^ -pg)dQ! (lO) 
ïhis is the final form of the second law as it will be used in 
subsequent analysis. The term -(è - ^ )de will be denoted the "vibrational 
V 
entropy". The two new variables T^  and e appearing in this term are 
related through Equation 1. It is therefore sufficient to carry only one, 
preferably €. T^  can be written explicitly in terms of e as 
Ty = 8y/ln (1 + SgGy/e) (ll) 
The term -(|j,^ -)j,g)/Tda will be designated the "dissocation entropy". 
This term also exhibits two new variables: the difference in chemical 
potentials and a. The former has been evaluated by Clarke (l4) 
= -RT In (l2) 
P Qp 
where is a characteristic density for dissociation given by Lighthill 
(6) 
m ,26 -e/T 
where : 
m = atomic mass 
•• k = Boltzmann's constant 
h = Planck's constant 
0^ = characteristic temperature for rotation = 2.07 K for 0^  
and z| are the electronic partition functions for atoms and 
molecules respectively, found in (6). 
is a function of temperature only. The two entropy terms of 
Equation 10 thus increase the number of dependent variables over those 
of conventional fluid mechanics by two, namely e and a. Two rate 
10 
equations •will be subsequently introduced "which will render the set 
determinate. 
Thermal equation of state 
I 
Assuming that each species within the gas obeys the perfect gas law, 
the equation of state takes the simple form 
p = pRgT (1+0:) (13) 
In the theory of classical thermodynamic s, it is found that any 
two state variables define the state of a gas (e.g., p (p,8)). Because 
of the appearance of the two variables e and a in the governing equations, 
it is now observed that four state variables are necessary. The pressure 
can be expressed as 
p = p (p, S, e, a) (l^ ) 
Hence 
To evaluate the partial derivatives of Equation 15, one proceeds as 
follows: T is eliminated from Equation 13 by means of Equations 2 and 3. 
^ _ gp(l+0!) . _ 2p(l-Qp) g _ 2pdD(l'K%) (16) 
 ^" 7+30! 7+30! 7+301  ^
2p(l+a) 2p(l-Qp) . 2paD(l+a) 
 ^ ® - 5+a ' • 
Equations l6 and 17 are then written in differential form 
% = [h - s(l-a) - cm] dp 
+ ^ 2 [4h + E(3oF + Ikx + 3) - D(3oP + Ito + 7)] den 
il+ka)^ 
- 4# 
11 
dp = de + [e - 6(l-a) - cffl] dp 
+ ——— [4e + e(Qp+10cM-l) - D(qP+10q4-5) ] da 
(540:)^  
- (15) 
Equations 10 and I8 are combined to yield 
(ÔP)  ^T+Ja 2= p P 
o^pS,E,a 5+Q: p P 
which, by definition, is the square of the frozen speed of sound. Thus 
If the quantity (dh - dp/p) in Equation 10 is replaced by (de - — dp), 
this equation can be combined with Equation I9 to yield the following 
three expressions. 
= ^ p/KgCSw) (21) 
(5f'p,s,a ° EgT{|ta) 
2R T 
The following notation, somewhat similar to Capiaux's (9) is 
introduced at this point for convenience 
(|'p,s,a = 
- = J 
 ^ - 1 = J: 
(24) 
Tv T 
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•where (n^ -iig) is given by Equation 12 and by Equation 11. Equations 
15 and 10 are thus written 
dp = a^  dp + BdS + F'de + Fda (25) 
dS = I (dh - dp/p) + J'de + Jda . (26) 
If convective derivatives are introduced in Equation 26, the latter 
becomes^  , 
(27) 
Rate Equations 
Dissociation 
Consider the following reacti&i for the dissociation of oxygen: 
CL + X 20 + X 
•where X is a third body, and are the specific reaction rate 
coefficients for dissociation and recombination respectively. 
The rate of change of molecular oxygen is given by 
à[0„] 
("55^ )p = -kg [OgHx] + kg [of [X] (28) 
where the brackets indicate concentration, expressed in number of 
particles per unit volume. The reaction is assumed to take place at 
constant density. 
Under equilibrium conditions, the derivative on the L.H.S. of 
Equation 28 vanishes, hence 
kg/kg = [of/[Og] = K 
S^ee Equation 56. 
< 15 
where K is the eq.uilihrium constant. It is obvious that K is independent 
of the third "body X. If a reaction takes place in the presence of more 
than one catalyst, Equation 28 may be written more generally as 
&[0g] 
(--St-'p = = (-kD.rOsltXl) + 
11 1 
With both molecular and atomic oxygen acting as third bodies, the 
rate equation for Og takes the form 
( ^ )p = [OgllO]- l^ °2^  (^ 9) 
The subscript 1 and 2 refer to atomic and molecular catalysts respectively. 
The equilibrium constant is given by 
K = k /k = k /k = [ojz/tq,] (30) 
1^ "l ^2 ^2 I 
As will be seen later, once K is evaluated, the four coefficients 
kp , kj^  , kp and k^  reduce to two. These must then be determined 
experimentally. 
By definition: 
p = 2m ([Og] + i [0]) 
and 
c WJs 
([Og] + i[0])2m 
therefore 
[0 ]  = pa/m 
and 
[Og] = p(l-a)/2m (51) 
From Equation 51 one obtains 
14 
"St "'p ~ 2m dt 
The last three eq.-uations are substituted into Equations 29 and $0 to yield 
to _  ^ pa(l-Q:) 
• 1 m^  2 
= (52) 
-k, -k, (53) 
and 2^ 
e 
"Where the subscript e denotes equilibrium conditions, 
«e) is 
-D/kT 
An expression for oP/(1-0!^ given hy Lighthill (6) 
op/fl-og) = (Pp/Pg) (34) 
Therefore 
= V\ ° ^ (55) 
Effect of vibration on dissociation 
The effect of vibrational excitation on the rate of molecular 
dissociation is taken into account according to the method of Hammerling, 
Teare and Kivel (lO), which utilizes the Landau-Teller (l5) model of the 
simple harmonic oscillator. The rate of dissociation coefficients k^  
^1 
and kj, are multiplied by a coupling factor T](0 < r) < 1), which has a 
2 
functional dependence on T and T^  in such a way that it tends to unity 
as T^  approaches T. Thus a lag in vibrational excitation has the effect 
of inhibiting dissociation. In evaluating the coupling factor tj, it 
was assumed in (lO) that dissociation can occur with equal probability 
from any vibrational level in a sufficiently energetic collision. 
Marrone and Treanor (l2) later pointed out that the dissociation pro­
bability is higher for higher vibrational levels, and modified the theory 
to account for this observation. 
Before introducing tihe coupling factor t], it is necessary to define 
15 
two new temperatures and U as follows: 
l/Tj. = l/T^  - I/T - l/U (56) 
U is a modification factor with the dimension of temperature, taken equal 
to D/$k introduced to mathematically fit the data of (ll), Tp is a 
fictitious temperature defined by Equation $6. 
To get a clear picture of the interplay "between the various tempera­
tures of Equation $6, one writes T = where 0 < Ç < 1 and thus 
rewrite Equation $6 as 
" 1 - (l+^ jT^ T (27) 
TJ,/t is plotted "against T^ /T in Figure 1, for a value of  ^= 0.6. It is 
seen that a point exists, before equilibrium is reached, where becomes 
infinitely large. It must be made clear, however, that is a fictitious 
temperature borne by mathematical necessity rather than physical phenomenon. 
By differentiating Equation 57 with respect to T^ /T, it can be 
shown that the curve of Figure 1 has a slope of unity at the origin and 
is concave upward. This implies that, for >0, > T^ , 
The coupling factor T| is given by jMarrone and Treanor (12) 
Z(T^ ) Z(-U)  ^
where Z is the vibrational partition function for a simple harmonic 
oscillator 
Z = Z exp (-nco/M) = ^ 
n=0  ^' 
where œ = k8 and N is the number of levels, taken as the smallest integer 
greater than D/od, (U = 26 for Og) 
l6 
2.0 
1.0 
0.2 
m 
-1.0 
-U/T 
-2.0 
-5.0 
Figure 1. Fictitious temperature T^ /T versus vibrational 
temperature T^ /t 
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The variation of Z with respect to its argument is depicted in Figure 
2. It is observed that as Tp= + oo, Z(TJ,) remains finite and equal to H. 
In addition, Figure 1 Indicates that does not assume values between 0 
and -U, thus the cross-hatched area of Figure 2 is a zone of exclusion of 
Z. Consequently, remains finite and positive for all values of 
When equilibrium is reached, T^ = T and 5?^ ,= -U. It is easily verified from 
Equation $8 that t) = 1 and thus dissociation is not affected by vibration. 
A plot of T[ versus for various values of T is given in Figure 3. It is 
seen that, at the early stages of vibration, r| is so small such as to 
almost completely inhibit dissociation. It is thus apparent that the disso­
ciation process is retarded until the vibrational activities are well under­
way, The two phenomena, however, are not discrete and do occur simultan­
eously. 
The first two terms on the R.H.S. of Equation 35 are next multiplied 
by the coupling factor t), thus 
i = (39) 
The two coefficients and can be eliminated by means of the 
1 2 
equilibrium constant K. The resulting equation is 
 ^= —[(l-a)k^  + 2c&g ][Ti(l-a)e"®/^ -^ g- Qp] (40) 
if "l ^ g 
where the derivative has been replaced by the convective derivative 
Equation 40 can be expressed in terms of and k^  in lieu of k^  
and kp as follows: 
[Cl-a)k„^  + 2c4j,^ ] [n(l-o)e-B/kT _ 2- oF] (Ul) 
A successful determination of the rate coefficients is due to 
Matthews (l6). The two coefficients k_ and k-^  are combined into one, 
JJl -Ug 
which is then evaluated experimentally. If one sets kp = k^  = k^ , 
1 2 
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i6o 
' / / /  
-l4o 
-120 
100 
B = 26 
- 2 0  
-U 
6 6 k 8 •k -2 2 0 
T X 10"^ °K 
Figure 2. Vibrational partition function Z 
1.0, 
T = 5000"K 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0.6 0.8 0.4 1.0 0.2 
t^ /T 
Figure 3. Coupling factor i) 
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Eq.uation 4l becomes 
Matthews gives 
kp = 7.10 X 10^  ^X 0.073 X Ï-' (D/kT)® e'^ /kl cc/mole. sec. 
Hence 
 ^= J48 X 10^ 7 p(l+a)T"^ *^  [TiCl-a)e"^ /^  ^- g- oP] (42) 
•where D/k = 59^ 380°K for Og, p is in g. sec^ /cm^  and T is in °K. 
In more recent work, for example (l7, l8, 19) the chemical rate 
constants for oxygen have been evaluated •with results some-what at odds 
with Matthews*. The following rate constants are quoted from (l8): 
kp = 6.2 X lO"^ ® ip~l«5 sec 
(itj) 
k^  = 2.2 X 10"^  T"^ *^  cm /sec 
2 
Substitution into Eq.uation 4o yields 
^ = .2725 X 10^^ pPgT"^'^(1.1+5.la) [Ti(l-Q!)e"®/^^- ^ Qp] (H) 
where the units are identical to those of Eq^ uation 42. 
Matthews* data have been most widely used in the literature in view of 
its simplicity and the meagerness of data since the publication of Matthews* 
paper in 1959. Inasmuch as Equation 44 is based on more recent and 
conclusive data, and because of the fact that Matthews indicated a 
certain degree of uncertainty in the factor 0.073 which appears in his 
formula for k^ , Equation 44 has been chosen to describe the rate of 
dissociation in the foregoing analysis. 
The function on the R.H.S. of Equation 44 is denoted by f(p,T,e,a) 
20 
and this equation conveniently written 
= f(p,T,e,a) (45) 
Vibrational relaxation 
!Ehe rate of vibrational relaxation is given by: 
(k&) 
where t is the relaxation time. It has a temperature dependence 
predicted by the Landau-Teller (15) theory to be of the form 
In (pt) 00 
Several experimental investigators, for example (20-25), have used a 
variety of techniques to determine the relaxation times for various gases. 
Blackman (25) has determined the relaxation time for Og for a temperature 
range of 800-5,000°K. His data is reproduced in Figure ^  as a plot of 
-I/5 I 
InT versus T ' at a pressure of one atmosphere. It is obvious that the 
relationship is not exactly linear, but slightly curved. 
The temperature range of interest in the current analysis is well 
above 5000°K and in the almost total absence of data on relaxation time 
in such a range, it is necessary to extrapolate Blackman's data beyond 
3000°K, according to the Landau-Teller theory. A straight line fit to 
Blackman*8 data is shown on Figure 4 and is as follows (Treanor and 
Marrone, 11) 
TP . 1.6 X 10-9 ^ 101.1AT-^ /5 atm. sec. 
If p is expressed in g/cirP, the relaxation time is found to be 
T = 1.65$ X 10 e 
-6 101.44 T -1/5 
P 
Effect of dissociation on vibration 
sec. (47) 
The rate of vibrational relaxation, described by Equation 46 is #ost 
21 
T % 
1400 800 5000 2000 1000 
100 
20 
S 
CQ 
H. 
I 
H 
TP = 1.6 X 10-9:101.441-1/3 
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certainly affected by the dissociation of the molecules. In (ll) and 
(12), it is pointed out that since the very energetic vibrators are most 
easily dissociated, the dissociation process reduces the average vibrational 
energy remaining in the molecules. It is therefore logical to assume that 
a recombination process would have an opposite effect. Two new terms are 
added to Equation 46 to account for the effects of dissociation and 
recombination on the rate of vibrational relaxation 
c^ Og] 3[0g] 
•where (-^—is the rate of dissociation of the molecules and (— 
is their rate of recombination. The temperatures T^  and U are defined 
by Equation $6. 
The derivation of Equation 48 is given in (ll) and (l2), -where a 
family of probability distributions is assumed for various vibrational 
levels. 
In view of the vast range of temperature spanned by T^ , it is import­
ant to examine the behavior of e(T) with respect to its argument. For 
this purpose, the vibrational energy of a simple harmonic oscillator is 
•written as 
e /T NG /T 
e(T) = E29v/(e ^  " 1) - NBgGy/e  ^ _ 1) 
where IF is the number of levels. The second term on the R.H.S, of the 
above equation, negligible for normal range of temperature, must be 
included in the evaluation of "(T^ ) and e(-U). 
The variation of (^Tj/Rge^  with respect to its argument is depicted 
in Figure 5. It can be easily verified by differentiation that e(T)/Rg8^  
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is asymptotic to (ïï-l)/2 as T = + For positive values of T, e(T) is 
a monotonically increasing function as shown in the figure. Thus, since 
Tp > T^ , it is obvious that e(T^ ) > e. The conclusion is that the second 
and third terms on the R.H.S. of Equation 48 are "both finite and positive. 
The significance of these two terms is that dissociation reduces the 
number of vibrators and thus inhibits the rate of vibration, whereas 
recombination has opposite tendencies. 
Equations 31, 32, 33; and 39; can now be substituted into Equation 48 
to yield 
g-D/kT 
Ds = %[(i_a)ka2 + _ s] 
+ •2-^  [(l-Q:)l5_ + 2Qk^  ][e(-U) - e] (4$) 
a2(l-a) Sg T^l 
Substituting for and k^  from Equations 43 and rearranging, one obtains 
 ^  ^+ ,2725 X 10^  ^(1.1 + 5.1a) pT"^ -^  
X 1 [e(-U) - e] - [e(Tj,) - e]} erg/sec. (50) 
o y Ij. 
•where p and are expressed in g. sec /cm « 
The function on the E.H.S. of Equation 50 is denoted by g(p,p,T,e,a) 
and Equation 50 conveniently written as: 
= g(p,P,T,E,a) (51) 
Conservation Equations 
The equations of continuity, momentum and energy for an inviscid 
and non-heat-conducting fluid are identical to those of conventional 
fluid mechanics. It is convenient to -write these equations with reference 
24 
to general curvilinear coordinates (24). In Figure 6, ^  and Tj represent 
two orthogonal coordinates through any point P in the flow field. The 
curvatures of | and T| are denoted by and /c^  respectively, where /c is 
the reciprocal of the radius of curvature, thus 
= - it' k = 1/r = ^  = - 31 kq = 
where the angle y is shown in the figure. The equation of continuity and 
momentum in the | and t) directions are written as follows: 
ÔV 3v  ^  ^
p "51 + p -5% + vg 3g + 3% + ptjkq + pvqkg = 0 (52) 
ôv. ôv . N 
 ^  ^ (53) 
Ôv Ôv , N 
-s# + -5% - i": + vgvqcq = -53^  (54) 
where v^  and v^  are the velocity components along the | and t) directions 
respectively. 
The energy equation for steady flow can be written as 
(h + g2/2) = 0 (55) 
where q. is the velocity vector. Equation 55 simply states that the total 
enthalpy remains constant along the streamlines. 
Another common form of the energy equation is 
p(Dh/Db) = Dp/Dt (56) 
Thus, along the streamlines, the following relation holds; 
qdq + dp/p = 0 (57) 
Characteristic equations 
The complete set of equations describing the motion of the fluid is 
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Figure 7. Frozen Mach lines 
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given by Equations 27, 45, and 51-^ 4. Equations 27, 45, and 51 can 
"be written in curvilinear coordinates 
38 . 38 
"',51 31 + T 3- . J'g + Jf (58) 
= ^  (59) 
3# + 3# = b (60) 
Granted that either p or p can "be eliminated from the equations of motion 
by means of Equation l4, then Equations 52-54 and 58-60 are six equations 
in six unknowns : v^ , v^ , p or p, S, e, a. In order to write the above 
equations in characteristic form, one makes the following query: "Do 
lines exist in the physical plane along which the flow variables admit 
discontinuities in their normal derivatives?" In answering this, one 
may use matrix methods or proceed by direct elimination. In the first 
approach. Equations 52-5^  and 58-60 are treated as a set of linear 
equations for 
ôp ÔS ôe ôo: 
ôt] 
having eliminated p by means of Equation l4. The condition for an 
indeterminate solution is that the rank of the matrix of this system of 
equations is less than six. The second approach, used herein, is similar 
to the one outlined in (24), 
One proceeds as follows: 
Equations 52, 58, 59, and 60 are multiplied by: (|^ )s,e,a' 
respectively and adâea: 
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3v. ôv \ \ 
[-51 + -5% + 3f + 3^  = 
(BJ + F)f + (BJ: + F»)g (61) 
(BJ+F) and (BJ^ +F*) are evaluated by direct substitution into Equations 24, 
using Equations 21-2$, 11 and 12. One obtains: 
BI + F = ^  [GEgT - (l+a)(D-e)] 
BJ: + F* = -2p(l-Q?)/(5+a) 
It is interesting to note that (BJ+F) is independent of J and (BJ'+F') is 
independent of J*. 
If the four Equations 52-5^ + and 6l are viewed as a set of linear 
ÔV ÔV ^ > 
equations for the normal derivatives —^ and an attempt may 
be made to isolate each of those normal derivatives in an expression •where 
the other three are eliminated. The following results: 
ÔV , 
(v!- a^ )[-g^  + Y^ K^ ]+ i [(JB + F)f + (J'B + f:)g] (62) 
-3# - vg -5# + (^ 1 + §: = 
(af - yZ) + _a [(JB + F)f + (J'B + F»)g] (63) 
~à '  -3# + ("1 + + ÏT 3# + - a") #1 -
J (a^  _ i [(JB + F)f + (J'B + F')g] (64) 
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ôv. ôv 2 a V [ i  ^ ^  ' < 1  + t^  I  '  
ôv 3v» 
-^ ) - ^  [(JB + F)f + (J'B+P*)g] (65) 
ô 
Eq.xiations 62 and 65 are obtained by eliminating either or — 
between Equations 5^  and 61. Equations 6k and 65 are obtained by using 
ôv  ^
62 to eliminate —^  from 52 and from 55, respectively. 
Examination of Equations 62-65 reveals that if 
V = + a (66) 
T i ­
the normal derivatives are eliminated from the equations of motion and 
thus may be discontinuous. The orientations of the curvilinear coordinates 
along which Equations 66 hold are readily identified with the frozen Ifech 
lines, as shown in Figure 7. Two characteristics thus pass through every 
point in the flow field and are inclined at the frozen Mach angle p, to 
the local velocity vector. Thus 
(||)^  = tan (e + n) (67) 
where sin \ i  = i/m. The + and - signs refer to the right-running (v^ = +a) 
and the left-running (v^ = -a) characteristics respectively. M is the 
frozen Mach number. 
Forcing the conditions 66, all four equations, 62-65 reduce to 
ÔV, ÔV V N , 
["n -sl - -s! + (i +  ^i = ï [(ja-f)f+(j']^ r')gl 
(68) 
V 
n t) 
Observing that 
must also be isolated for the obvious reason that it involves 
the T] derivative. 
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= q. cos |i and = + q. sin p. 
the compatibility equations which hold along the two characteristics are 
obtained. 
dp + d0 — [(JB+F)f + (J'B+F»)g] df = 0 (69) 
pq^  paq^  
The three equations, 58-60, are still needed to complete the 
equations of motion. Again they can be treated as a set of three linear 
equations in the normal derivatives ^  ^  and ^  . It is easily seen 
that if v^  = 0, the normal derivatives drop out of these equations and 
hence may be discontinuous. The | direction along which v^  = 0 is quickly 
identified with the streamline. Denoting the distance along the streamline 
by s, the following relations are found: 
Ci)o • t»' ® (TO) 
4 sf = g (71) 
q i = f (72) 
where f-^ ) is the slope of the streamline. d^x o 
Equations 71-75 are three compatibility relations which hold along 
the streamline. A fourth compatibility relation, which also holds along 
the streamline may be unveiled by examination of Equations 62-65. The 
normal derivative —^  is seen to drop out of these equations when the 
OT) 
condition v = 0 is applied. One thus concludes that the velocity v , 
n £ 
which then becomes identical to q, admits discontinuities in its normal 
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derivative along the streamline. This indicates the presence of slipstreams 
1 
or vorticities throughout the flow field. Equation 65 yields the fourth 
compatibility relation along the streamline 
s 3k + i 5^  = 0 (74) 
Equation 7^  is no more than a restatement of the energy Equation 57. 
The results obtained heretofore, bear out the fact that the number 
of compatibility relations are identical to the number of dependent 
variables in the original equations of motion. With six dependent 
variables, it is natural that six compatibility relations should be 
uncovered. In the physical plane, two characteristics are identified 
"With the frozen Mach lines, whereas the streamline plays the role of a 
four-fold characteristic. 
Numerical integration of the six compatibility equations^  yields 
p, e, q, e, a, and S. Equation 25 is then used to determine p. Written 
along the streamline, this equation takes the form. 
dp = — [dp - (ET» + F')de - (BJ+F) da] (75) 
a^  
S^ee "Method of Solution",, in this thesis. 
51 
INITIAI, CONDITIONS 
The shock wave formed by supersonic flow over a wedge is curved, as 
will be shown later, on account of the non-equilibrium effects. It is 
assumed that the shock wave is an infinitely thin layer across which 
sudden jumps in the flow properties take place. However, the state of 
vibration of the gas and its degree of dissociation are assumed to remain 
unchanged across the shock. Immediately behind the shock, the vibrational 
temperature and the dissociation fraction a are not in equilibrium 
with the local T, p, and p. The march towards equilibrium takes place 
entirely downstream of the shock wave. 
Given the free stream parameters, identified by the subscript o, 
and the wedge angle 0^  (Figure 8), the conservation equations across the 
shock wave can be used to determine the state of Point 1 immediately 
behind the shock, and the initial shock angle It is, however, more 
convenient to assume (|)^ , and determine 0^ ,. The conservation equations 
are as follows: 
P„ + = Pi + iTI) 
COB ((^ = 
where and q^  ^are the components of the velocity vector tangent and 
normal to the shock wave. With the addition of the equations of state 
2 and 13, the set can be solved for p^ , q^ , P^  and 0^ . 
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Figure 8. Hypersonic flow over a wedge 
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It must be remarked that e and a remain frozen across the shock and 
equal to e and respectively. 
Equation 13 is used to eliminate T from Equation 2,  and the latter 
is combined with Equation Y8 to give 
7+3a P. 7+3a p. 
2(140!^ ) ^  ^ ^  sin^ cj)^  = 2(1+0;^ J — + è (79) 
The quantity p^ /p^  is obtained from Equations 76 and 77 and substituted 
into Equation 79 to yield a quadratic in q^  ^
7+30!g pg _  ^
\ • 2(3Î^ ) (p^ q^  sin ({)^  + 
7+3a p_ l+a^  
+ ° (80) 
The final solution is 
7+30: p l+a^  
\ " 2(3+0!^ ) P^ q^ sin (j)^  2i3+a^ ) (8I) 
pi = 
2(3+0:0) p2qgsin=0] 
(7+3o;^ )p^  + ( l-HxJpa^sln^ 
(82) 
(5+ao)poqg - (l+oo)?;, 
pi = 2(3^ 
The velocity q^  and the wedge angle 0^  are given by 
1^ " (4  ^cosf ^2) (840 
6% = - tan"^  (q^  /q^  cos (j)^ ) (85) 
T^  can be obtained from Equation 13. 
The entropy increase across the shock wave is easily evaluated from 
$4 
Equation. 26. Noting that de = da = 0 and that dh = Rg(]i!Ê^ )dT; Equation 
26 can he integrated to give 
o o^ 
(86) 
It is interesting to point out that the normal shock relations 
(Equations 8I-86) are independent of as long as e remains frozen 
across the shock wave. Furthermore for a = 0, the normal shock relations 
reduce to those of conventional gasdynamics. 
If the free stream ahead of the shock wave is in equilibrium, then 
Eg = and «Q is given by Equation $4. It is, however, possible to 
assume that and a are frozen at some non-equilibrium values upstream 
of the shock wave. 
The determination of the flow conditions at point 1, (Figure 8) 
immediately behind the shock is not sufficient to start the numerical 
integration by the method of characteristics. A second point, adjacent 
to point 1, along the wedge surface or along the shock wave is needed. 
Such a point can be found if the shock wave curvature or the initial 
pressure gradient along the wedge surface are determined a priori. 
The mathematics involved in deriving these quantities was introduced by 
Sedney (25) for the case of a vibrationally relaxing gas and by Hsu (26) 
for the case of a dissociating gas, and was subsequently used by Capiaux 
and Washington (9). 
Using intrinsic coordinates, one writes the equations of continuity 
and momentum as follows: 
Shock Wave Curvature, Initial Pressure Gradient 
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p + i 5f + 35 = 0 (87) 
ps 3^  = - 3^  (88) 
2; = --^2 (89) 
vhere s and n denote distances along and perpendicular to the streamline 
respectively. Equation 75 may be rewritten -with the help of Equations 
71 and 72 as follo-ws: 
1. y , (hskiims , (90) 
Equations 87-90 are then combined to yield: 
 ^& + ^  - "V" + (BJ'+F')g] = 0 (91) 
pq. pa q 
The partial derivative ô/ôn can be eliminated from Equation 9I as 
follows: Let a be the distance along the shock wave, and \  = ((j)-0) 
as shown in Figure 8. 
Therefore : 
ô/ôa = cos X (3/&s) + sin \ (ci/3n) 
and 
ô/ôct = (ô(|)/ôa) (ô/ô(|)) 
à())/ôa is the shock wave curvature designated by K^ . 
One then finds 
3e = (ks 3$ - cos \ 3;) (92) 
If Equation 92 is introduced into Equations 9I and 89, expressions for 
ôp/ôs and ho/hs are obtained. 
5 6 .  
 ^  ^ t(Er+P)f + (EJ'+F>)g] -
pq pa q. 
be 1 T/- cot \ ôp 
^iîst^s " 
Il (^ -1- cot^ \) = -^ L^A [(Kr+P)f + (BJ:+F*)g] -
pa^ q 
be cot X _ -1 3p 1 
3^  sin \ s ^^ 2 s 5^  sin X  ^^  
On the wedge surface, = 0 and thus Equations 95 and $4 can te 
solved simultaneously for and at the tip of the wedge. 
|P = _1 [(BJ+g)f + (BJ'+F')g]8p/a$(l/cos \) /oc) 
® pa^ q (ôe/ô(j))(l/sin X) + [(]yF-l)/pq^ ](l/cos \)(Bp/&^ ) 
g. = [(BJ+F)f + (SrW)gl (l/pa^ q) 
 ^ (ô0/ô(j))(l/sin X) + [(%F-l)/pq2](l/cos \)(ôp/:ô(|)) (^ 6) 
The quantities ôp/ô(j) and ô0/ô(|) appearing in Equations 95 and 96 are 
easily obtained from Equations 83 and 85 "by differentiation. Thus 
d 5+0! 
® - P^ <â sin (j) cos (|) (97) dq) 540; 00 
w - - %T V) 
0  ^
(98) 
Hence, for any set of free-stream parameters, the pressure gradient 
ôp/ôs and the shock wave curvature at the tip of the wedge can he 
evaluated. This permits the determination of a second point 2 at a 
distance As along the wedge surface or at a distance Acr along the shock 
wave. 
If Point 2 is chosen on the wedge surface, one proceeds as follows: 
1, Pg is determined from Equation 95^  where the coefficients are 
assumed to be those corresponding to Point 1, 
2, Since the wedge surface is a streamline, the relations 71-75 are 
used to determine CL, Sg and pg, where once again the 
parameters are assumed to "be those corresponding to Point 1. 
Tg and ag are obtained from Equations 13 and 20 respectively. 
Other parameters such as f, g, etc, are functions of the 
preceding ones and are evaluated at Point 2 by direct substitution, 
5. All parameters are replaced by their mean values between States 
1 and 2 and the preceding steps repeated until the conditions 
at Point 2 stabilize. 
If Point 2 is chosen along the shock wave, the procedure is as 
follows: 
1, Equation $6 is used to determine K^ , i.e,, â(|)/ôa whereby the 
coefficients are assumed to be those corresponding to Point 1, 
2, .(j)g is calculated from ((j)2-(j)^ )/Acf = ô(j)/ôcr. 
3, The shock relations 81-86 are used to determine the flow 
condition at 2. 
4, All flow properties are replaced by their mean values between • 
States 1 and 2 and the preceding steps repeated until the 
conditions at Point 2 are unaffected by further iteration. 
The determination of Point 2 either OH the wedge surface or on 
the shock wave is all that is needed to start the numerical integration 
along the characteristics* 
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Free-Stream Parameters 
Two sets of free-stream parameters are considered herein, correspond­
ing to Cases I and II of Reference 9. This permits comparison of results. 
In both cases the free-stream Mach number is fixed at 52 and the 
initial shock angle (|)^  at 50 . Similarly is fixed at O.I887 x lO" 
g.sec /cm ; Mhich, for oxygen^  represents an ambient altitude of i 
150,000 ft. A value of O.615 is assumed for the dimensionless parameter 
D/q^  sin^ (j)^ , which •was shown in (9), to play a vital role in determining 
the curvature of the shock wave. The initial dissociation fraction û! 
is selected as follows: 
Case I: 
a = 10"^ ° 
0 
Hence 
PQ = 1.521 g/cif 
t^  = 269.5% 
6 = 1.478 X 10^  erg/g 
Case II: 
= 0.9 
Hence 
p = 1.126 g/cirP 
T = 120.8°K 
o 
= 55 erg/g 
It is clear that in Case 1,  the flow is initially in equilibrium, 
whereas in Case II, the gas is assumed frozen at some nonequilibrium state 
corresponding to O!^  = 0.9» The vibrational energy is considered to be 
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in equilibrium at the local temperature in both cases. It is virtually 
zero in Case II. 
1+0 
METHOD OF SOLUTION 
To facilitate the numerical integration^  it is convenient to 
express the characteristic equations in terms of finite differences. 
Figure 9 shows the three types of characteristics, namely, the right 
and left frozen Mach lines and the streamline. Equations 67-75 are 
rearranged as follows: 
Along 1-1+: 
- yi 
4^ - ^  
= tan (ë - p.) (99) 
(Pk - Pn)-  (01^  - \) - [(BT+F)f + (Kr»+F»)i]A|= 0 (lOO) 
pq^  pâq^  
Along 2-1+: 
- yg 
= tan (5 + li) (lOl) 
7^^  (Pit - Pg)* (V®2)- lèr- [(BT+F)f + (BJW)g] AI = 0 (l02) 
pq^ pâq^ 
Along 5-1+: 
= tan 9 (lO$) 
''4 -"y 
q { %  -  q^ ) + (pi^  - v ^ ) / p  = 0 (ioi+) 
q (e^  - €j) = g As (105) 
q («J^  - 0^ ) = f As 
- 8^ = jt (e^ - 6^) + j («4 - 0%) 
- p5 = q; [(p4 - 9$) - (=4 - =5) 
(106) 
(107) 
- (mwt(a|^  - 0^ )] (108) 
4l 
right rioting 
characteristic 
left runmng 
characteristic 
Figure 9. Characteristics in the physical plane 
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where the bars indicate mean values of the variables on the character­
istic. 
Once the states at Points 1 and 2, some distance As apart^ , are 
determined, a mesh of characteristics is constructed as shown in Figure 
10. The computation then proceeds according to the numbers shown on 
the figure, Four types of computations are required depending on the 
location of the point within the mesh: 
1, Points such as $, 9 etc,, referred to hereafter as "shock 
points", are determined by the intersection of left running characteristics 
with the shock wave, 
2, "Wedge points" such as 4, Y, and 11 are determined by the inter­
section of right running characteristics with the wedge surface, 
3, The points 6, 10, 15 etc., designated "pre-shock points", are 
created by originating a streamline at each "shock point" and allowing 
it to intersect the left running characteristic on its downstream side. 
This permits the building up of the characteristic mesh. 
4, The remaining pcjints are the "mesh points", determined by the 
intersection of right and left characteristics, e.g. Points 8, 12, 13 etc. 
Shock points 
If the state of motion is known as some point m on the shock wave 
and 2 in the flow field (Figure 11), then the state of Point 4 can be 
determined as follows: 
1. A value of the shock angle ())j^  is assumed. For example one may 
A^s is decisive in controlling the grid size and should be optimized 
for best results. 
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choose (j)|^  = (j)^  as a first approximation, 
2. Ike normal shock relations 81-86 are invoked to yield P|^ , 
s,nd Sj^ , Note that = (% and that other variables such 
as |i^  and a^  ^can he easily obtained from the above ones, 
3. The location of Point 4 is determined from Equation 101 and 
4 m 
The length of 2-4 is then determined from: 
a# = [(xj^  - + (y^  - yg)^ ]^  
4. The L.H.So of Equation 102 is evaluated by direct substitution. 
If Equation 102 is not satisfied, the value of ({)j^  is revised and the 
calculations repeated from Step 2 above, until the relation along the 
2-4 characteristic is satisfied within an acceptable margin of accuracy. 
Wedge points 
If conditions at Point 3 on the wedge surface (Figure 12) and Point 1 
in the flow field, are known, then Point 4, determined by the intersection 
of the right-running characteristic from 1 with the wedge surface is 
computed as follows: 
1, The state of Point 4 is assumed. For example, the flow variables 
at 4 may be assumed equal to their mean values on 1-3, 
2, X|^  and y^  ^are determined from Equation 99 and 
The distances 1-4 and 3-4 are then calculated from 
ai = [(x^ -x^ )^  + 
AS = [(x^-x^)^ + (y^-y^)^]^ 
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3. Since 6^  = 0^ ,^  is calculated from Equation 100. 
4. Along the -wedge surface $-4, the streamline Equations 104-108 are 
used to calculate qi|_, Sj^  and is calculated from Equation 
l4; aj^  from 20 and from sin p. = a/q. 
5. The computation is repeated from Step 2 above, until the 
conditions at Point 4 are insensitive to further iterations. The convergence 
is usually very rapid, so that a high degree of accuracy can be obtained 
from two to four iterations. 
Pre-shock points 
If the two points 5 and m (Figure 15) on the shock wave and Point n, 
in the flow field are known, it is possible to draw a streamline from 
Point 3 which intersects n-m at Point 4. In general, the flow parameters 
at Point 4 are determined by linear interpolation between n and m. A 
slightly different method, which was found to yield more accurate 
results is as follows: 
1. 0^  is assumed equal to 9^ . 
2.. The streamline 3-4 is drawn at an angle equal to (0^ +ô^ )/2 and 
its intersection with m-n yields the values of and y^ ,^ 
3, 0^  is determined by linear interpolation between m and n and the 
calculations repeated from Step 2 until 0^  is unaffected by further 
iterations. The convergence is usually very rapid. 
4. p^  is determined by interpolation between m and n and As is 
evaluated from: 
As = + (yj^ -y^ )^ ]^  
The remaining flow variables at Point 4 are temporarily assumed equal to 
those at Point 3. 
1+7 
5. Equations $8-102 are used to determine and pj^ . 
The variables aj^  and are easily found from the above ones. 
6, Step 5 is iterated until the required accuracy is attained. 
In the method described above, it is clear that only 0 and p are 
determined by interpolation. The other parameters are determined by the 
use of exact streamline relations. Since linear interpolation is the 
largest source of error, it is natural that one should try to avoid it 
•whenever possible. Although an interpolation error in p is inherited . 
in the calculation of other flow parameters, it is much less serious 
than the error that would result in e, a, and S from linear interpolation, 
on account of their large gradients at the shock. 
Mesh points 
Whenever two pairs of Mach lines of opposite families intersect to 
form a quadrangle as in Figure l4, the streamline through Point 5 does 
not in general pass through Point 4. In the standard "Massau" method of 
integration (24), the variables x, y, p and 0 are determined at Point 4 
using the frozen Mach line relations 99-102. The streamline at 4 is 
then projected backward to Point m on Line 1-2. The flow parameters at m 
are determined by linear interpolation between 1 and 2 and the streamline 
relations 104-108 applied on m-4 to yield the remaining variables at 
Point 4. A different method, used in the present work, takes advantage 
of Point 3, minimizes the hazards of linear interpolation and makes it 
possible to construct the streamlines in the entire flow field. The 
procedure is as follows; 
1. The variables at Point 4 are assumed equal to their mean value 
on 1-2. 
kô 
2,  Xj^  and are determined from Equations 99 and 101, P|^  and 0^  ^
from Equations 100 and 102, 
3; Gy is temporarily set equal to 0|^ . 
4, Line 3-5 is drawn at a slope angle of (0^ +0^ )/2, Its intersection 
with 2-k yields and y^ , 
5, 0^  is determined by linear interpolation on 2-k and the calculations 
repeated from Step 4 until 0^  is insensitive to further iterations, 
6, p^  is determined by linear interpolation on 2-4, 
' 7. All the remaining variables at Point 5 are temporarily assumed 
equal to their corresponding values at Point 3. 
8, Equations 104-108, with Subscript 5 replacing k, are applied on 
the streamline 3-5 to yield q^ , S^  and p^ . Step 8 is then 
repeated until the variables at Point 5 are unaffected by further iteration. 
9, All the variables at Point 4, except p^  and 0^  ^are determined by 
linear extrapolation from Points 2 and 5. 
10, The coir^ )utation is repeated from Step 2,  with the omission of 
Steps 3 and 7 until the variables at Point 4 exhibit no further change. 
11, Point 4 is discarded and Point 5 retained, thus making it 
possible to track the streamlines throughout the flow field, as shown in 
Figure 15. 
The method outlined above makes use of two iterative loops within 
one large one and is highly adaptable to machine computations. It has 
several advantages over the standard "Massau" method: 
a- All variables at Point 3> except p^  are obtained from Point 3 by 
the use of the exact streamline relations. 
%oqj-
35^  
*ta 
s 
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b- Points ij- and 5 are in general very close to each other so that 
the error due to linear interpolation (or extrapolation) from one to 
the other is considerably smaller than the error induced by interpolat­
ing at point m, almost midway between 1 and 2. 
c- The streamline 5-5 is established. 
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DISCUSSION Aim RESULTS 
The current problem has been programmed for the lEM-YOT^  computer 
system of Iowa State University, In the course of the computation, the 
grid size has been doubled four times, starting with an initial value of 
As = 0.01 cm. (see Appendix). The locations along the wedge surface at 
which the mesh size has been doubled are identified by vertical center 
lines in the subsequent figures. Shown dashed in the same figures, are 
Capiaux and Washington's results (9) for the Lighthill dissociating gas. 
The nondimensionalization of the variables, indicated by starred 
symbols, is as follows: 
* / x = x/t^ g^  
y* = 
po = yo/tlso 
P* = p/poq.0 
p* = p/po 
t* = egt/qg 
^ / _ 
0^ 
S* = (S-S^j/Sg 
All length distances have been nondimensionalized by dividing their 
values by where is the relaxation time at the tip of the wedge, 
behind the shock wave. Distances are thus measured in terms of a 
characteristic length for vibration. This is rather arbitrary inasmuch 
as a characteristic length for dissociation could, equally well have been 
used. The distance y identifies a particular streamline by defining its 
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ordinate in the free-stream, prior to its intersection "with the shock wave. 
The wedge surface is thus identified by y* = 0, whereas higher values of 
* 
y^  define streamlines further removed from the wedge surface. 
The equilibrium values of the flow variables, indicated on the 
figures, are the values that would be obtained if a and G were to reach 
instant equilibrium with the local temperature and density, immediately 
behind the shock wave. The equilibrium values can be computed by solving 
the shock Equations 76-78, whereby 
= e2p2_(l+i%j_)t^  
and 
7+3a, 
h^  = RgT^  + (l-c^ ) e(T^ ) + Q^ D 
where is the equilibrium dissociation fraction defined by Equation $4. 
Clearly, the wedge angle 0^ ., rather than the shock angle ())^ , is known a 
priori in this case. The solution can be achieved through a series of 
trials and errors. Sedney et al. (3) point out that the asymptotic 
values of the shock wave angle and the pressure are equal to their 
equilibrium values. The temperature, however, is asymptotic to a value 
higher than its equilibrium value because of the entropy produced into 
the flow. By implication, the remaining flow variables are not asymptotic 
to their equilibrium"values, 
, "X" -x-
Figure 16 shows the distribution of temperatures T and T^  for Case I 
along a number of streamlines. The difference between the two temperatures 
at a given point is a direct indication on the vibrational state of the 
gas, T* and T* are farthest apart immediately behind the shock wave, 
where conditions are most removed from equilibrium. The relaxation process 
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•¥: 
is characterized "by a rapid growth of which reaches a maximum^  short 
of eq_m.li'briim, then declines to a prolonged asymptotic approach to 
equilibrium. The systematic decline of the translational temperature is 
attributed to the fact that the energy required to dissociate and vibrate 
the molecules is siphoned out of the translational mode. The distri-
* 
bution of the vibrational energy e for Case I, shown in Figure I7, is 
remarkably similar to that of T^  (Figure I6), This is to be expected 
since the vibrational energy of a simple harmonic oscillator is a monoton-
ically increasing function with respect to its argument (Figure 5). The 
slope of the vibrational energy curve can best be explained by examining 
the function g (Figures 28 and 2$), defined by the R.H.S. of Equation 48. 
This function is composed of three terms: The first one is the main term. 
The second is due to dissociation, which has a draining effect on the 
vibrational energy of the molecules. The third term gives the effect of 
recombination on the vibrational energy, and is negligibly small for the 
cases considered herein. The second term, ho'wever, becomes meaningful 
•when the dissociation fraction a (Figures 20 and 21) starts to build up. 
It then overtakes the first term and causes the function g to become 
negative (Fig-ures 28 and 2$), hence the decline of the e and curves. 
It is interesting to point out that, in the CVD model (Treanor and 
Marrone, 11), where the effect of dissociation on vibrational relaxation 
is not taken into consideration, T* is found to cross over T* with a 
subsequent overshoot above the equilibrium value. The first term of the 
* 
function g, then becomes negative, causing the temperature T-y to decline 
asymptotically to equilibrium from above T*. The distribtuion of the 
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equililDrium temperature T* can "be compared with Capiaux and Washington's 
(9); shown dashed in Figure 16. The temperature immediately behind the 
shock wave is lower for the case of the Lighthill dissociating gas. The 
reason is that, in the Lighthill model, half the vibrational degrees of 
freedom are assumed excited immediately behind the shock wave, whereas 
in the current analysis, they are completely frozen. From conservation 
principles, the energy content of the gas, which must be diverted to 
..energize the. vibrational mode is drained out of the translational mode. 
Of particular interest is the case of a dissociating gas with the vibra­
tional energy being in equilibrium according to simple harmonic oscillator 
model. Because the temperature behind the shock wave is quite high, it 
is observed that more than half the vibrational degrees of freedom are 
excited and thus the temperature is lower than predicted by (9). 
* "x" 
The distribution of T and T^  for Case II along a number of stream­
lines is shown in Figure 18, The vibrational temperature is found to 
reach a maximum, considerably short of equilibrium, then declines slightly 
and levels off. The two temperatures thus remain far apart, even as the 
asymptotic conditions are attained. This is typical of Case II, where the 
free stream conditions are far removed from equilibrium. Indeed, as the 
dissociation fraction increases from 0,9 to 1,0 (Figure 21), the 
vibrational temperature and energy become meaningless. The maximum 
value of T^  is dictated to a large extent by the dissociation state of the 
gas. It may also be pointed out that the steady climb of the T^  curve 
(Figure I8) is not accompanied by a corresponding drop in T*, indicating 
that the vibrational energy of the gas is not supplied from the transla­
tional mode. The energy pumped into the free stream to maintain it in a 
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nonequilibrium 90^  dissociated state is used to energize the vibrational 
mode and thus help bring about a state of equilibrium. The subsequent 
* * 
decline of T after T^  levels off is attributed to the transfer of energy 
from the translational mode to further dissociate the gas. The equilibrium 
* 
value of T in both cases I and II_, shown on the figures^  sheds important 
light on the striking difference between the two cases. Whereas the 
* 
asymptotic value of T is higher than the equilibrium value in both 
cases, the vibrational temperature in Case II asymptotes to a value 
substantially lower than the equilibrium value, thus defeating any hope 
of mating the two temperatures as equilibrium is approached. Indeed, 
as was pointed out earlier, T* loses its meaning as the gas becomes 100^  
dissociated. The distribution of T for Case II is drawn separately 
in Figure 19 to a more appropriate scale to permit easy comparison with 
the data of (9). 
The effect of vibrational relaxation on dissociation can best be 
visualized by examination of Figures 20 and 21. The dissociation fraction 
a remains virtually unchanged until the vibrational energy has matured 
appreciably. The dissociation phenomenon is thus delayed until the 
vibrators are sufficiently energetic to tolerate separation of the atoms. 
The slope of the a~ curve is controlled by the function f (Figures ^ 0 
and 31) defined by the R.H.S. of Equation 44. The second term in this 
function is due to recombination and is negligible in both cases I and 
H. The first term is directly proportional to t] (Figure 5), which 
allows it to grow only as T^  approaches T. 
The entropy distribution (Figures 22 and 23) yields a broad account 
of the entire picture. The total entropy is the sum of three partial 
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entropies: 1, The shock entropy, which is generated across the shock 
i 
wave and remains constant thereafter. 2. The vibrational entropy, 
attributed to the relaxation phenomenon. 3, The dissociation entropy 
•which measures the thermodynamic irreversibility of the dissociation 
process. In Figures 22 and 25, the vibrational and dissociation entropies 
are superimposed on the shock entropy and the three added to yield the 
total entropy on the surface of the wedge. The shock entropy accounts for 
a large portion of the total entropy, especially in Case II. Of the other 
two partial entropies, it is seen that in Case I, the vibrational is 
predominant at first but soon levels off and decreases slightly while the 
dissociation entropy rapidly builds up to become predominant. In Case II, 
the dissociation entropy is also inhibited for a considerable distance 
"While the vibrational entropy grows, but even then the contribution of 
dissociation remains small compared to that of vibration. This is especially 
true since the gas is initially $0^  dissociated. The bulk of activities 
in Case H, are thus related to vibrational relaxation, whereas, in Case 
I, the two phenomena seem to be equally important. Comparison with the 
data of (9) indicates that the assumption of vibrational equilibrium 
yields a higher shock entropy, which causes an upward shift of the curve 
but does not account for the vibrational entropy. 
The pressure distribution is depicted in Figures 2k and 25. Small 
oscillations in the pressure have been observed in Case I at the tail 
end of the fourth grid (see Appendix). These oscillations grew consider­
ably larger following the fourth doubling of the grid size, as shown in 
Figure 2k. The instability in the pressure is attributed to: 1. the 
grid size, which, in Grid 5, has become sixteen times larger than the 
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original one. 2. the accumulation of errors due to linear interpolation.^  
It is meaningful to point out that the pressure instabilities failed to 
propagate through the other flow parameters, which, unlike the pressure, 
have not suffered from linear interpolation. The numerical integration 
was interrupted before the equilibrium value of the pressure could be 
reached due to the unduly lengthy time of computation and the dispersion 
occurring in the pressure. The thickness of the relaxation layer indicated 
* 
by the value of x near equilibrium is substantially larger in the case 
of the coupled model than in the cases where each phenomenon is treated 
separately. 
The distribution of the shock wave angle is given in Figures 26 and 
27. The vertical center lines shown on the figures represent locations 
along the shock wave, at which the grid size was doubled. Here also, 
some minor oscillations have been detected near the tail end of the 
fifth grid. The equilibrium value, which is considerably lower than 
Capiaux and Washington's has not been reached at the time the computation 
was discontinued. 
S^ee Method of Solution, p. 40, in this thesis. 
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COEfCLUSIOïïS 
In the present Mork, a solution to the hypersonic flow field of a 
diatomic gas over a -wedge is presented. Vibrational relaxation as well 
as dissociation are accounted for and the mutual coupling "between the 
two phenomena included, Numerical solutions "by the method of character­
istics are carried out, A computer program is developed which is of 
such flexibility as to permit the solution of similar problems for a 
large variety of initial conditions and diatomic gases, For the two 
cases considered herein, the following conclusions may be drawn: 
1, Contrary to the theory that vibrational relaxation and disso­
ciation have relaxation times of sufficiently different magnitudes to 
permit their separate treatments, it is found that the dissociation process 
is retarded appreciably while vibrational relaxation takes place. The 
vibrational energy, on the other hand, is never fully saturated since it 
is partially drained out by dissociation, 
2, The entropy produced throughout the flow field is broken into: 
shock, vibrational and dissociation entropies. The distribution of these 
partial entropies sheds light on the relative importance of the various 
dissipative phenomena for a particular problem, 
3, The temperature behind the shock wave is an important factor in 
designing the leading edge of a high speed space vehicle. The current 
analysis, for Case I, yields a temperature behind the shock wave that is 
Sio higher than predicted by the Lighthill analysis and 20'fo higher than 
predicted for a dissociating gas in vibrational equilibrium. These 
deviations are even larger at other locations along the wedge surface. 
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4. Case II is interesting in showing that the translational and 
vibrational temperatures remain significantly apart as the asymptotic 
conditions are attained. This is an example of what can happen when 
initial conditions which do not satisfy the equations of the problem 
are forced in, 
5. It is customary, in the treatment of noneguilibrium flows to 
assume that and are frozen across the shock wave. The validity 
of such assumptions can be verified as experimental data becomes avail­
able. Correction factors could then be introduced to alleviate the 
severity of such assumptions by attempting to reconcile the theory with 
the experimental results. 
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appeirolx 
if 
Construction and Optimization of Characteristics Mesh 
The initial value of As (Figure 15) and the distance along the wedge 
surface which must be spanned by the characteristics mesh in order to 
reach equilibrium conditions are the two controlling factors in determin­
ing the number of points within the mesh to be evaluated, A large As 
usually results in instability in the flow variables as they progress 
downstream. On the other hand, if As is too small, the number of mesh 
points and hence the cost of computation becomes prohibitively large. 
Consequently, it is found desirable to start with a relatively small As 
and to double the size of the mesh a number of times at subsequent intervals 
1 
as shown in Figure 52. The doubling is done at a given column by 
retaining the wedge and the shock points on that column and dropping 
every other point in between. It is thus necessary to double the mesh 
at a column containing an odd number of points. Figure 32 shows three 
grids identified as G^ , G^ , each containing a different number of 
columns. It is the objective of this appendix to derive a formula for the 
total number of points in the mesh in terms of the number of grids and 
their corresponding nuniber of columns. 
The mesh points are numbered sequentially as shown in the figure, 
with the leading edge as Number 1. Denoting the ith column of Grid G^  
by it is found, by inspection, that throughout Grid 1, the number of 
points per column is; 
term used hereafter to mean a left running characteristic from 
the wedge surface to the shock wave. 
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Figure 32. Design of characteristics mesh 
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ni = Xi + 1 (109) 
and the total nuiriber of points is: 
1^ 1 = + 3xi)/2 + 1 (no) 
Hence 
Nl = [(n^ -lf + 5(ni-l)]/2 + 1 (ill) 
Thus for = 8, n^  = 9 and 
The thickness of the nonequilibrium layer is of the order of 6 cm. 
and the spacing "between the columns is approximately 0,01 cm. If the 
grid size is kept unchanged^  some 600 columns would thus be needed, with 
a total of 180,101 points, as per Equation 110. This would necessitate 
an estimated 60 hours of computation on a high speed digital computer and 
is obviously impractical. 
As the grid size is doubled at the last column of the number of 
points in that column is reduced from x^ +l to x^ /g + 1. Subsequent columns 
in Gg contain an additional point each. The number of points per column 
of Gg is thus 
ng = x1/2 + xg + 1 
Similarly, in Grid G^ : 
= x^ y^  + xg/2 + x^  + 1 
and in general, the number of points per column in the Lth grid is: 
L 
n^ = 2 + 1 (112) 
i=l 
To evaluate the number of points in Grid Gg, it is necessary to 
imagine this grid to be extended backward to a point and to apply Formula 
111 between %g=0 and Xg. The total number of points through Grid Gg is 
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thus 
I (x./2 + X + 5(x,/2 + Xp) (x-,/2)^  + 3(x./2) 
kg = + c "^2 — + 1]- [— 2 + 1] 
Substituting for from Equation 110 and rearranging 
wg = 1 + è [x^  + + 3 (x^  + xg) + x^ xg] (115) 
Similarly 
(x A + Xp/2 + x,)^  + 3{x./k + xx/2 + Xz) 
3^  = bg + [—  ^  ^+ 1] -
(x,/4 + xg/gyz + 3(x-/4 + xp/2) 
[— 2—^^ — +1] 
which yields: 
n^=l + |[xj + x| + x^ + 3(x^+ xg+ + x^cxg* x^/2) + xg]y)(ll4) 
A general formula can nov be derived by induction from Equations 
111, 115 and 114: 
L L L-1 L X. 
N, = 1 + i [Z X? + 5 i: X + 2 (x . 2 , J . )] (115) 
i=l i=l i=l j=i+l 2^ 3" "J 
The spacing between the columns, originally estimated at 0.01 cm., 
is doubled each time the grid size is doubled. Hence, the distance 
along the wedge surface, spanned by the entire mesh is approximately: 
0.01 (x^  + 2Xg + kx^  + ... + 2^ "^ x^ ). To span a distance of 6 cm., it 
is necessary to force the following constraint: 
z 2^ "^^ x^. = 600 (ll6) 
i=l  ^
One thus selects values for the x^ s^^  such that Equation ll6 is 
satisfied and the function K_ of Equation 115 is minimized. For a given l 
] 
The selection of the x.'s must be such that the last column of each 
grid contains an odd number of points (Equation 112). 
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L; Equation ll6 is used to reduce the number of independent variables in 
Equation II5 by one. It can be easily shown, however, that has no 
relative minimum and that its absolute minimum is given by: = 0 
for i L. This of course implies that the largest possible grid size 
should be used to begin with and maintained thereafter. From the practical 
standpoint, the first few grids are selected with a small number of 
columns until the delicate part of the flow, near the leading edge is 
safely passed. The largest grid sizes are then reserved for the bulk 
of the flow field. 
The following table gives a few suggested possibilities. 
Table 1, Various grid configurations for L = 5 
x^  Xg x_ x^  ^ x_ N Distance 
spanned 
cm. 
18 15 16 20 20 1881^ 5.92 
10 11 12 20 25 IÀ58 6,08 
12 12 11 28 19 1713 6.08 
In the first configuration, a larger number of points is needed to 
span a lesser distance. By diminishing the number of columns in the 
earlier grids, as in the second combination, it is possible to span the 
same distance with fewer points, at the risk, however, of engendering 
instability in the numerical computation. In the third configuration, 
used in this thesis, it was found necessary to cling to Grid 4 for a 
longer distance before, hesitatingly, doubling the grid size for the 
fourth time. The large value of As in Grid resulted in a few oscilla­
tions in the pressure and shock angle (Figures 24-2?). Surprisingly, 
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however, the remaining flow variables remained insensitive to As, 
It is clear that, by resorting to the scheme of doubling the grid 
size, the problem becomes manageable in terms of computation time, 
especially since the nonequilibrium layer, in the case of the coupled 
model, is considerably thicker than in the cases of dissociation and 
vibrational relaxation when treated separately. 
